1. My father is about six feet in _____.
   (A) weight  (B) width  (C) height  (D) condition

2. John's ____ at the university is civil engineering.
   (A) major  (B) course  (C) subject  (D) item

3. My bedroom is so small that I can ___ move in it.
   (A) nearly  (B) hardly  (C) recently  (D) mainly

4. We can hear the ____ of cars in the street from here, so we can't sleep well at night.
   (A) noise  (B) voice  (C) sound  (D) tones

5. I can't ____ her name though I have seen her before.
   (A) forget  (B) command  (C) remember  (D) disgust

6. You should know that the law makes no ____ between the rich and the poor.
   (A) difference  (B) sense  (C) agreement  (D) connection

7. It is quite dangerous for a child to ____ in the city too long.
   (A) shut up  (B) give up  (C) get lost  (D) keep on

8. The firemen's job is to ____ fires.
   (A) replace  (B) extinguish  (C) transfer  (D) transmit

9. Everyone knows that a mosquito is an _____.
   (A) inch  (B) American  (C) insect  (D) event

10. Mary was so ____ that she couldn't even talk.
    (A) weak  (B) strong  (C) kind  (D) tall

11. We haven't seen Sally for a long time. We ____ her a lot.
    (A) miss  (B) think  (C) wait  (D) imagine

12. It's a good habit for us to keep a ___ because we can review what we have done every day.
    (A) daily  (B) diary  (C) dairy  (D) deadly

13. Cancer is a ____ disease.
    (A) daily  (B) diary  (C) dairy  (D) deadly

14. Is it true you're getting married? Well, _______!
    (A) congratulations  (B) compassion  (C) stupefaction  (D) graduation

15. What is your ________ television program?
    (A) fear  (B) favor  (C) favorite  (D) prefer